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The success of your team
is in your hands.
www.collabcards.com

Cards for Collaboration
Collaboration Cards is a portable, interactive, and highly useful toolbox for team leaders, facilitators, trainers, and project
managers.
Use the cards individually to kick-start your collaboration planning, or apply them in your team during meetings and workshops to reflect on key issues in a more versatile, systematic
and fun way.
Engaging tools, such as great quotes, metaphors, questions, or
exercises are the best way to facilitate everyday collaboration,
foster creativity and enable problem solving.
Let the Collaboration Cards help you tackle team challenges
and improve the way you work together!
To order your set of 41 full-color cards log on to:
www.collabcards.com

How to use them
Use the card set in three different ways:
1. Feeling lucky
Pick one card randomly and use it during a team meeting or to
prepare for it. Or, have every team member pick a card from
the set.
2. Pick by type
If you need a quote to kick-start the discussion, look at the
bright red cards. Do you need a team exercise to break the ice
or foster creativity? Browse the light blue cards for inspiration.
3. ‘Best of’ mode
Browse the entire card set and pick all those cards that immediately appeal to you, so that you can create your own “best
of” subset of cards.

Communication Cards

T

hese simple signalling cards come in handy when running
meetings or facilitating workshops to give important, but
delicate hints to your colleagues.

Great Metaphors
etaphors provide a common focus and help to reframe isM
sues from a different angle. They can also help to find common ground when discussing complex issues.

Great Quotes
inspiration and starting points for your team meetings
Find
from the insightful and useful quotes collected in these cards.

Great Checklists
cards ensure that all relevant factors and elements are
These
considered when working together in various team settings.

Great Excercises
hether you want to get the creative juices flowing in your
W
team or simply break the ice, the exercises in these cards
are quick, effective, and easy to organize.
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Great Questions

uestion cards enable focused team discussions by triggerQ
ing productive dialogues and helping your team to rethink
issues.
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Great Acronyms

ive acronyms remind you of key success factors of working
Ffeatures
together. Use them to inspire your colleagues with essential
of productive collaboration.

Great Frameworks
cards provide visual structures and schemas to make
Tinghese
sure the team has thought of all relevant factors before maka decision.

To order your set of 41 full-color cards log on to:
www.collabcards.com
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